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NEAR-FUTURE LANDSCAPES AS A 
FUTURES TOOL 

Richard A Slaughter 

Insights created within futures studies (FS) and written up in the futures litera- 

ture may be too abstract and diverse to fulfil the goal of FS to provide clear 
‘maps’ to non-specialists of the near-term future. However, graphics and images 

may help to make futures concepts and emerging insights easier to grasp. The 

paper surveys a little used and under-studied approach: that of near-future land- 
scapes (NFLs). Several examples are considered. Useful as they may be, they 
are viewed as transitional forms that will be improved upon by greater interest 
in futures imaging processes and further developments in the technologies of 

graphic representation. 0 1997 Richard A Slaughter. Published by Elsevier 

Science Ltd 

The central purpose of futures studies (FS) is to metaphorically ‘throw light’ upon the 
emerging near-term future in order to guide actions and decisions in the present. To 
this end a number of methods and approaches have been developed to extend insight, 
understanding and knowledge of the ‘not-here’ and ‘not-yet’. At first sight such a project 

appears to fly in the face of common sense, empirical reason and, indeed, the scientific 
method. To ‘know’ anything about the future would seem to be impossible and, indeed, 
if we were limited only to empirical ways of knowing, it would be so for there are no 

future facts. 
But, problematic though it may appear to many, some grasp of what the near future 

holds has always been a necessary part of day-to-day living in any culture at any time. 
It has become more vital in the late 20th century due to the speed of change and because 
we now inhabit a compromised and imperilled world. Any attempt to function as if the 

future were merely a blank and empty space has many unfortunate effects, both personal 
and social (see below). At the personal level I view the future as ‘a principle of present 
action’. Human plans, purposes, goals, intentions and meanings only gain full expression 
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in the context of an expected future. It has been widely overlooked that this ‘expected 

future’ has intellectual and imaginative content based on propositional or interpretative 
knowledge. Hence its many implications for the ‘here and now’ can be understood and 
explored within a mode of discourse and understanding known as ‘critical realism’.’ 

If the above is correct, any attempt to remove all forward-looking references from 
our minds, leads inexorably to a ‘thin’ and unlivable present. This can be clearly demon- 
strated in experiential workshops where participants temporarily set aside all their plans, 

purposes, goals, etc. The results dramatically demonstrate how functional and necessary 
the futures dimension is to individuals-both as a dimension that permits the forward 

view and as a field of provisional knowledge. The future (conceived of in this two-fold 
way) is equally vital for organizations and societies. Without it history would cease; 
society would collapse; human life would no longer be human. Organizations could not 

plan, projects could not be conceived or executed, unforseen dangers would constantly 
disrupt the social environment. Fortunately, individuals and societies do not work this 

way. They necessarily scan the future, derive provisional understandings, check these in 
various ways, make judgements and decisions and take action. So the question is not: is 
the future ‘real’ enough to be studied? Rather: how are perceptions of the future created, 

disseminated and used? 
As readers of Futures well know, a wide range of futures tools and methods have 

evolved to represent and explore different aspects of the emerging future. They include 

trend extrapolation, forecasting, backcasting, scenario building, Delphic surveys and so 

on.2 Such methodologies do not stand alone because they are founded upon wider com- 
munities of discourse. Many of the latter are unfortunately restrictive in that they are 

largely for ‘insiders’. They emerge in journal articles, reports, books etc. that are read by 
relatively few people. The resulting futures literature is certainly a rich and varied 

resource. Many viable solutions to global problems and dilemmas are prefigured within 
it.3 But set against this are a number of problems, four of which are listed below. 

l The literature is fragmented and at times contradictory. 
l There are too few ways of summarizing the insights gained from research and presented 

in the literature. Such insights emerge from long-term study and immersion in futures 

problems. But few people have the energy, time or resources to carry out effective 
dissemination. FS then risks becoming an esoteric activity practiced only by a few 

specialists and understood by hardly anyone else. 
l Futures studies as a whole has so far found few ways of representing currently evolving 

views of the near future in ways that non-specialists can understand. Hence many 

insights of significant value are overlooked, not taken seriously and not applied. 
l It follows that the core futures literature, while constituting a vital scholarly resource, 

must be considered an ineffectual means of communicating with, engaging, or helping 
the public toward a clearer awareness of the near-future context. Other strategies and 

symbolic forms are needed.4 

Graphics and images as ‘windows on the future’ 

Well-designed graphics can communicate a wealth of information and/or ideas. For 

example, trend diagrams summarize time-series data in a clear and accessible way, rais- 
ing issues about where such trends may lead and what they may imply. The outputs of 
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models can be graphed or drawn so as to summarize information and pose key questions. 
A divergence map can plot out a variety of paths from a particular starting point to a range 

of future outcomes. However, the graphic representation of such tools and techniques 

is inevitably partial and fragmentary. They are useful for detailed analysis of particular 

phenomena or single issues but less useful for broad-spectrum understanding. It is just 
the latter that is required to understand the near-term future (and to ‘hear’ the ‘signals’ 

it generates). This helps to explain why graphics and images are so helpful in FS. They 
illuminate otherwise abstract ideas and summarize a wide range of propositional (or 
interpretative) knowledge about the near-term future in ways that can be clearly under- 
stood. 

In a futures context, these images come in two main forms: literary and visual. I 
have outlined aspects of each in an earlier work and so will not repeat the story here.5 It 

is suffice to say that literary and visual images perform a range of useful and mystificatory 
functions. In brief, futures images are useful when they illuminate choices, strategies and 
options. They tend to mystify when they are presented as entertainment and when then 

they repeatedly highlight a restricted range of images (such as those of a dark, violent, 
machine-dominated world-what I call the ‘Terminator Two’ future) while, at the same 
time, obscuring a far wider range of unexamined possibilities. However, there is a further 

category of futures imagery that has so far received little or no attention: the near-future 
landscape (NFL). The rest of this paper considers several examples and tries to assess the 
extent to which they help resolve the central problematic of futures work; that is, how 
can one begin to represent the ‘not-here’ and the ‘not-now’ in ways that are useful and 
accessible to non-specialists? 

Two types of near-future landscapes 

I should make it clear at this point that I am not dealing with conventional images of the 
future that incorporate aspects of literal future landscapes. Hence, I am not looking at 
images associated with architectural designs, future cities or science fiction images of 

future worlds. Instead I concentrate on NFL images that attempt to portray aspects of the 
near-future context here on earth. Those I have considered fall into two categories. One 

I have dubbed ‘didactic’; the other ‘encyclopaedic’ or ‘wide screen’. There follows a brief 
discussion of some examples of each. 

1. Didactic images 

Figure 7 shows Richard Mochelle’s treatment of the NFL theme. Here a present-day entity 
(school, company, society?) is shown as a triangular solid mounted on a tricycle with a 
young head and hands ‘steering’ into the future, and an older head looking back. The 
vehicle is driven by the past, ie by habit and tradition, assisted by a ‘superstructure’ of 

‘hindsight visioning’ comprised of standard academic subjects. By contrast, the young 
head looks forward to somewhere between the abyss (reached by the business-as-usual 

path) and the indistinct outlines of a preferred future. Future visioning is creative and 
composed of elements that include art, invention and design. Significantly, it is two of 
the deeper forms of FS (ie critical and epistemological F’S), with their in-depth analysis 
of, eg paradigms and world views, that provides steering capacity.6 Overall, the graphic 
clearly illustrates what many futures people appear to believe, ie that ‘to achieve a viable 
future means collectively changing course and striking out in a new direction’.’ It also 
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Figure 1. Richard Mochelle’s image. Reproduced with the permission of Richard Mochelle, Victoria, 
Australia. 

portrays the present as exhibiting a tension between the ‘push’ of the past and the ‘pull’ 
of the future. I know of no more elegant and simple illustration of these notions. The 
graphic has therefore been used in educational resource packages where it has been 
copied and adapted in many schools.’ 

Figures 2 and 3 show two visual scenarios from a total of 12 in an educational 
package called Australia 2020. 9 In the first part of the exercise, students make a series 
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Figure 2. Future 1 from Australia 2020. Reproduced with the permission of The Gould League, Vic- 
toria, Australia. 

of lifestyle choices (type of house, location of house, mode of transport, goods and ser- 
vices profile, family size and immigration policy). The choices are then scored for their 

environmental impacts and the resulting score leads each student to a particular scenario. 
Future 1 is a low-impact, low-growth, alternative technology scenario, or what many 
would call a ‘green’ future. Cars are out, bikes are in. The landscape is forested. Wildlife 
thrives. Self-sufficiency rules and even the schools are no longer needed. By contrast, 
Future 12 (Figure 3) illustrates a high-growth, high-impact, high-pollution level future. 
The forests have gone and the village of scenario 1 is eclipsed by an anonymous city 
belching smoke. Overcrowding, crime and environmental decay are clearly in view. This 
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-PIUSTRAL~F4 2020 -FUTURE 12- 

Figure 3. Future 12 from Australia 2020. Reproduced with the permission of The Gould League, Vic- 
toria, Australia. 

is a future to avoid. Overall these NFLs are drawn with lightness and humour in a cartoon- 
like style. It is clearly an approach that would lead students to ask questions about the 
medium-term implications of lifestyle impacts, population growth and development pro- 
cesses. There is also a deeper level. Some students have been genuinely surprised at the 
apparently catastrophic scenarios their scores produced that they started to question the 
underlying methodology and assumptions. When handled well, such questions usefully 
illustrate how hidden assumptions can exert significant effects. There is no better intro- 
duction to a critical futures methodology. 
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Figures 4-7 depict four NFLs from David Hicks’ book Educating for the Future.‘O 
They use the landscape as a kind of palimpsest to explore some implications of four very 

different-though related-futures. Figure 4 is another view of a ‘business-as-usual’ 
future, here termed ‘more of the same’. It nicely captures the ambivalence of a future so 
like our present with continuing tensions between land and the built environment and 
unsustainable practices in full swing. A modern agro-farmer declares ‘my job is to grow 
food, not look after butterflies’. In so doing he encapsulates the essence of a dysfunctional 
world view. Figure 5, labelled ‘technological fix’, provides a dramatic contrast. Here both 

village and landscape are overwhelmed by factory farming writ large. Some can now 
work at home while others contemplate limitless ‘leisure’ and tasteless food. Nature has 

been overwhelmed (‘we’ve got nature tamed, so that’s a good thing’). But there is little 
real wilderness left and even ‘the national park is full (so) we’ll have to come back 
next week’. 

Figure 6 shows a landscape in an overdeveloped tropical country. While some rain 
forest remains there is famine, social unrest, ecological breakdown and widespread pol- 
lution. This is the ‘edge of disaster’. It is a future in which the local outposts of multina- 
tionals thrive while nearly everything and everyone suffers. There may still be time to 
undertake a change of direction, but a depressed population, a stressed landscape and 
the ever-present reality of foreign debt makes it difficult to see where constructive change 
can originate. Overall this is clearly a warning, another future to avoid. By contrast Figure 
7 exhibits a different kind of intensity. In this ‘sustainable development’ future, there is 
an abundance of order and design. While the pressure of human culture on the landscape 

is clearly significant, gross environmental impacts have been greatly reduced. Life is more 
localized and transport more rational and collective. High technology is employed to tap 
wind energy and to provide a rich web of communications. Community life begins to 

re-emerge. A lack of luxuries and conspicuous consumption is noted, but the underlying 
theme is of a general relaxation into a less frenzied, less pressured time. It is not an ideal 
future, perhaps, but since it is sustainable there will be ample time to evolve new cultural 
avenues and options. Overall, it is a balanced and livable future. There are certainly 
problems to deal with, but they are being handled. 

Figures 4-7 show how contrasting images of NFLs can be used to highlight some 
basic choices for the future. In other words they portray some of the options and dangers 

before us in ways that are concrete and more ‘real’ than the often abstract arguments in 
books and journals. Moreover, such images can also be ‘problematized’, that is, explored 

in terms of their inherent assumptions, cultural bias, values, etc. They can be expressive 
of world views and different types of speech communities. Such images can be 
approached and understood on at least two or three distinct levels. They are therefore a 
rich source of accessible interpretations and ideas about futures. 

2. Encyclopaedic or wide-screen images. 

Figure 8 is an overpowering and complex NFL packed with detail and bringing into play 
many of the issues, themes, concerns and possible achievements of the near future. it is 
not a literal landscape but a fully symbolic one. Yet for all its profusion of detail it power- 
fully represents various aspects of the broad sweep of challenge and opportunity now 
facing us. In many ways it portrays a dark vision, yet there are also innovations and 
progressive elements to be found. The frame of reference is clearly the USA, but many 
of the themes are universal. A cartoon-like treatment and simple style keep the image 
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More of the same --- 
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Figure 4. More of the same. Reproduced with the permission of David Hicks, the World-Wide Fund 
for Nature, UK and artist ‘Brick’. 
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Figure 5. Technological fix. Reproduced with the permission of David Hicks, the World-Wide Fund 
for Nature, UK and artist ‘Brick’. 
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Edae of disuster 

Figure 6. Edge of disaster. Reproduced with the permission of David Hicks, the World-Wide Fund 
for Nature, UK and artist ‘Brick’. 
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Sustainable development 
I3 - 

Figure 7. Sustainable development. Reproduced with the permission of David Hicks, the World-Wide 
Fund for Nature, UK and artist ‘Brick’. 
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from being totally overwhelming. In short, this is a complex and highly suggestive image 

of the NFL. It comes the closest of all those considered here to beginning to do justice 
to the real outlook of the late 1990s. It is therefore an example to be emulated and 

further explored. 
Figure 9 is different again. Here the NFL has been used to forcefully express a parti- 

cular point of view. On the left is the overcrowded metropolis with an anarchic crowd 

confronting a line of soldiers. Tanks patrol the wasteland and two pickets lie dead by a 
barbed wire fence. It is a scene reminiscent of the great British Dystopias (Brave New 

World, 7984). On the right are the huddled factory towns of northern England, dwarfed 
by the spoil heaps of mining, the bland forms of cooling towers and factories. Beneath 
them ‘agri-business’ and motorways have usurped all that remains of the landscape. 

Between these two depressing sets of images lies ‘the free land of Albion’. It is an idyllic 
rural scene with cottages, small farms, animals and friendly inhabitants.” In the middle 
distance is the image of Glastonbury Tor with its ancient tower, a symbol of the Arthurian 
era with its own powerful overtones of myth and legend. Behind the entire landscape is 
an implied sun. Whether it is rising or setting is unclear. But the symbolic effect is power- 

ful. Here, beyond the tensions of the scene as depicted, lies the source of all life and 
energy in the world. It is a cosmic force that draws our mind’s eye forward beyond the 

frame to unlimited distances, unlimited potentials and unlimited futures. While dated in 
some minor details (the image is from 1977), it is a compelling display of dialectically 
opposed forces, each of which carry the ‘seeds’ of very different futures. Hence, as in 
the examples above, there is much more in the image than first appears. 

Significance of near-future landscapes 

The images examined here are a small sample of those available. Yet they perform a 
number of useful tasks. Didactic uses of the NFL include: 

l illuminating abstract ideas (future choices, changing course etc); 
l illustrating future consequences of present policies, actions, choices; and 
l dramatizing and contrasting particular future scenarios. 

The encyclopaedic or wide-screen examples also: 

l explore a theme or point of view about the future (a normative view); 
l graphically represent interconnected aspects of the near-future context; and 
l portray contrasting forces at work in a cultural environment. 

All serve to open out various ideas and propositions arising in the literature and 
make them more widely available. It is significant that the didactic images first appeared 
in school resource materials. Figure 8 appeared in The Futurist, a popular magazine of 

the World Future Society, and Figure 9 appeared in Undercurrents, the now-defunct 
magazine of the UK branch of Friends of the Earth. In other words, none of these images 

appeared first in the mainstream futures literature. All were conscious attempts to interpret 
abstract ideas and propositions for wider, non-specialist audiences. Thus in their own 
modest way they each address-and to some extent resolve-the central problem of FS: 
how to make the future ‘real’ enough to stimulate wider consideration of its challenges 
and more thoughtful decision-making about the implications, 

Futurists are often said to be attempting to ‘map the future’, and that is certainly a 
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potent and useful metaphor. Maps illustrate areas of danger and opportunity. They help 

us to plan ahead, to anticipate problems, design strategies and to ‘steer’ in particular 

directions. Indeed, as Tony Judge has indicated, the language of FS is heavily metaphor- 
ical.12 So far so good. But most of the ‘maps’ produced in FS are in the form of texts 
(rather than images) which, for the reasons noted above, are abstract and difficult to use. 
One can certainly explore the near-term future context by asking key questions and then 
carrying out a careful process of research and winnowing. l3 But representing the results 
is clearly a different matter entirely. Something more accessible and immediate is needed. 
I suspect that this is why the NFL has evolved. It is a device that attempts to resolve some 

of the limitations of textual representation. As can be seen, it does so imperfectly, yet in 
ways that are comprehensible to broad sections of the community. Seen in this light NFLs 

can be seen as threshold images that beckon the interested viewer into a deeper engage- 
ment with the intellectual and imaginative structures behind the images. This is surely a 
potent starting point for enquiry and understanding. 

No technique could be expected to mimic history (past or future) in all its vast, 
labrynthine detail. However the confluence of two different possibilities may well provide 
a partial solution to the problems outlined here. If the social processes of imaging futures 

were to become more widely employed, and if the technologies of representation con- 
tinue to evolve (a safe bet), then new forms of futures imaging will certainly arise. As 

this paper is written, two magazines lie on my desk. On the back of one (The Futurist) 
there is an illustration of a future city that appears to float over an unspoiled landscape. 

It is a compelling image, but a static one. In the pages of the other (Newsweek) there is 
an article with coloured illustrations of garish future worlds inhabited by ravaging beasts 

and manic, heavily armed adventurers. These are stills from the present generation of 
computer games. Others, such as Sim City and Sim Earth are forerunners of more 
extended simulations. 

Conclusion 

Simulation, virtual reality, the ability to conjure with images-all are here to stay. Inevi- 
tably the early uses of such new technologies tend toward diversion, entertainment, mar- 
keting. But behind such uses lies a significant challenge. Are multi-levelled computer 
games the forerunners of new futures imaging processes? Could they foreshadow tech- 
niques to bring the virtual world of the near future into every living room? I suspect the 

answer to both questions is ‘yes’. The computer games of today are likely to be crude 
forerunners of the substantively useful virtual worlds of tomorrow. The latter will allow 
anyone to routinely explore key aspects of the near-term future. What is today the prov- 

ince of specialists will become the playground of many. While the ultimate resource and 
medium for the exploration of NFLs is the human mind itself, the insights available to 
the latter can be developed and extended through use of appropriate tools. 

The near-future landscapes of recent years may be among the last of a long series 
of static futures images that began in antiquity. Equally, they point toward more dynamic, 
interactive options that still lie ahead. If near-future landscapes can be developed and 
used in some of these ways they could help FS to achieve its goal of de-mystifying the 
future, of making it more comprehensible. Before too long, every home computer system 
may be capable of revealing what the early 21st century context has been trying to ‘tell’ 
us for some time. But the question is this: will we be listening, paying close attention? 
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Or will we be drawn away from an active engagement with our world and its real needs 
into a receding electronic fantasy that leads precisely nowhere? 
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